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As Seen On:
Dennis Huffington is a bestselling author, blogger, multimedia
producer, and entrepreneur. In 2016, he founded Enter Media
to publish his first book series entitled From Scratch. Soon
thereafter, Enter Media expanded with the development of
FEWDstar.com, a lifestyle brand and blog and ddlist.net, an
entertainment news blog with an inspirational spin. As a
blogger, Dennis covered the Saint Louis premieres of National
Geographical Channel’s LA92 and FX’s Snowfall, which
allowed him to interview the Academy-Award® winning
directors of LA92 and participate in panel discussions on race,
police brutality, and the responsibilities of the media, in
response to the civil unrest in nearby Ferguson, Misssouri.
Dennis has also produced a companion web series for the
From Scratch book series, which can be viewed on YouTube
and Amazon Video Services.
A native of Southern New Jersey, Dennis served for over 10
years as a public school teacher in Saint Louis, Missouri. While
a teacher, he earned dual master’s degrees from the University
of Missouri-St. Louis and an educational specialist’s degree
from Saint Louis University. Dennis is married and currently
resides in Phoenix, Arizona.

About From Scratch
After years of dreaming, I was finally ready to
pursue my dream. So I pressed reset and started
my life over from scratch. Before I knew it, I was
faced with more obstacles than I had ever faced,
all at once. From Scratch chronicles my life, as it
happened, as I tried to achieve my goals, and the
lessons I learned along the way. In the end, I
learned how to Be Inspired. Be Encouraged. Be
Empowered!

Contact
phone
(480)744-4654
email
dennishuffington@
entermediaonline.com
website
www.dennishuffington.com

Watch My Channel

The DD List
By Dennis Huffington
on

youtube.com/theddlist

Connect

@dhuffingtonjr

Author Bios
Two-Line Bio
Dennis Huffington is an author, blogger, multimedia producer, and entrepreneur.
His life lessons and experiences are the basis for his inspiring books and blog.
Short Bio (50 words)
Dennis Huffington is a bestselling author, blogger, multimedia producer, and
entrepreneur. His company Enter Media publishes books and produces media
with an inspirational spin. As a blogger, Dennis covered the premieres of LA92
and Snowfall, and participated in panel discussions on race, police brutality, and
the responsibilities of the media.
Medium Bio (100 words)
Dennis Huffington is a bestselling author, blogger, multimedia producer, and
entrepreneur. His company Enter Media publishes books and produces media
with an inspirational spin. As a blogger, Dennis covered the premieres of
National Geographical Channel’s LA92 and FX’s Snowfall, which allowed him to
interview the Academy-Award® winning directors of LA92 and participate in
panel discussions on race, police brutality, and the responsibilities of the media.
Dennis served for over 10 years as a public school teacher in Saint Louis,
Missouri. He earned dual master’s degrees from the University of Missouri-St.
Louis and an educational specialist’s degree from Saint Louis University.
Long Bio (400 to 600 words)
Dennis Huffington is a bestselling author, blogger, multimedia producer, and
entrepreneur. In 2016, he founded Enter Media to publish his first book series
entitled From Scratch. Book one of the series, a memoir subtitled Inheritance was
a success with readers and became an Amazon bestseller in multiple categories,
peaking in the Top 100 for e-books, Top 20 for memoirs, and reaching a peak of
#5 for LGBT memoirs.
Dennis toured the United States to promote his first book on his own while
learning the ins and outs of the publishing industry. He attended The Los Angeles
Times Festival of Books, the largest book festival in the United States. He was
featured in the Indie Authors Pavilion at The Tucson Festival of Books, which is
the largest festival of books in Arizona and Writer’s Row at the Miami Book Fair,
which hosts 200,000 fairgoers. Dennis has also produced a companion web series
for the From Scratch book series, which can be viewed on YouTube and Amazon
Video Services. Dennis celebrated the official release of the paperback version in
Saint Louis, a city that he credits much of his personal growth.
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A native of Southern New Jersey, Dennis served for over 10 years as a public
school teacher in Saint Louis, Missouri. While a teacher, he earned dual master’s
degrees from the University of Missouri-St. Louis and an educational specialist’s
degree from Saint Louis University.
As a blogger, Dennis covered the Saint Louis premieres of National Geographic
Channel’s LA92 and FX’s Snowfall, which allowed him to interview the AcademyAward® winning directors of LA92 and participate in panel discussions on race,
police brutality, and the responsibilities of the media, in response to the civil
unrest in nearby Ferguson, Missouri.
Following the success of his first book, Enter Media expanded with the
development of FEWDstar.com, a lifestyle brand and blog and ddlist.net, an
entertainment news blog with an inspirational spin. While continuing to write,
Dennis hopes to create and produce more original content for both
FEWDstar.com and ddlist.net, with the goal of creating an online destination for
amazing content.
Through his successes and failures, Dennis hopes to inspire anyone within his
reach to be fearless, be inspired, be encouraged, and be empowered! He believes
that no matter what our circumstances may be, we have all been given a gift and
it is our duty to share that gift with the world. Dennis is married and currently
resides in Phoenix, Arizona.
Speaker Introduction
Sometimes you have to just press reset and start over from scratch. That’s what
Dennis Huffington has done many times in his life. More recently, he decided that
it was time to press reset and go for his dreams.
For years, he placed his dreams on the back burner as many of us do. Part of his
hesitation was attributed to fear, another part was attributed to worrying about
what other people would think. Eventually, he came to a point in his life where he
could no longer pretend that he didn’t hear his inner voice, pushing him to go for
it.
Dennis took a leap of faith and dedicated his life to his passion: writing. He left his
career behind and started writing his first book, finally fulfilling a long-awaited
goal. He knew from the beginning that he would self publish. After being
restricted for so many years, Dennis didn’t want any restrictions on his talent,
his expression, or his direction.
The result is a book which ended up writing itself. When Dennis decided to take
his leap of faith, the world was there ready to test that faith. That’s what Dennis
wrote about. From Scratch: Book One, Inheritance chronicles the obstacles, life
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lessons, and revelations that Dennis faced when he decided to start his life over
from scratch.
After writing his story of resilience and resolution, Dennis realized that his
purpose was to use his gift to reach others who are ready to take that same leap.
Dennis writes and speaks to inspire readers from all walks of life to be inspired,
be encouraged, and be empowered.
5 Fun Facts You Didn’t Know About Me
I love to travel and try new foods, then recreate the recipes at home.
My favorite song to perform at Karaoke is “This is How We Do It” by Montel
Jordan.
In 2003, I auditioned for MTV’s The Real World. I made a trip to Chicago, IL and
stood in line for over 6 hours, to be seen for less than 5 minutes.
I was awarded Teacher of the Year honors twice during my tenure in the Saint
Louis Public Schools.
My favorite way to escape is to watch the ridiculous fighting on reality television
shows.

Book Synopses
Two-Line Summary (140 characters)
After years of living in fear and doubt, an aspiring writer takes a leap of faith to
pursue his dreams. What he didn’t know was how that faith was going to be
tested.
Short Summary (50 words)
After years of living in fear and doubt, an aspiring writer finally decides to
pursue his dreams. Life and death put his plans on hold as he struggles to come to
terms with family secrets and generational curses which seem to kill his dream
once again.
Medium Summary (100 words)
After years of living in fear and doubt, an aspiring writer finally decides to take a
leap of faith and pursue his dreams. Riding a wave of good fortune, he feels as
though the universe has finally lined everything up in his favor. He seizes his
opportunity, leaves his job behind, and moves away with his newfound love to
create his magnum opus. Life and death put his plans on hold as he struggles to
come to terms with newly discovered family secrets and generational curses
which quickly seem to kill his dream once again.
Long Summary (200 words)
After years of living in fear and doubt, an aspiring writer finally decides to take a
leap of faith and pursue his dreams. Riding a wave of good fortune, he feels as
though the universe has finally lined everything up in his favor. He seizes his
opportunity, leaves his job behind, and moves away with his newfound love to
create his magnum opus. Life and death put his plans on hold as he struggles to
come to terms with newly discovered family secrets and generational curses
which quickly seem to kill his dream once again.
A story of resiliency and resolution, From Scratch: Book One, Inheritance is
written to inspire anyone to go for their dreams. The book also prepares you for
what you may not anticipate as life does not always operate according to your
plans. In the depths of despair, hope is all that you may have and Inheritance is a
story of how to harvest that hope. It is a story of loss, rejection, and resurgence.
It is a story of strength. Faith makes things possible, not easy. The existence of
the book itself is a testament to what we can accomplish, even in our darkest of
times.
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